A Message from Young Russia

Young Soviets Committee League of Students and Working Youth

In the history of this and many other countries, the youth has always been a special factor of social and political life, the active participant in it, the future of the country and the world. The youth is the vanguard of the revolution, the driving force of the revolution. The youth is the future of the world.

We, the members of the Young Soviets Committee League of Students and Working Youth, hereby express our support for the revolution in Russia. We condemn the imperialist war and the exploitation of the working class. We call for peace and international solidarity.

We believe that the revolution in Russia will lead to a better world, where the people rule and where the working class is emancipated. We support the soviets and the workers' councils and call for their establishment everywhere.

We call on all the young people of the world to join the revolution in Russia and to support the working class in its struggle for freedom and democracy.
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Mexico and J. P. Morgan

By JOHN TYLER

War with Mexico was a necessary form of business. The long campaign of the War of 1846, which cost the lives of over 50,000 American soldiers, was a necessary and profitable occupation for the nation. The occupation of Mexico was a splendid opportunity for American businesses to establish themselves in the heart of the continent. Mexico was a vast and rich country, with vast resources of gold and silver. The occupation of Mexico would bring American businesses to the forefront of the world.

ORGANIZE!

By Frank E. Heenan

The organization of the American labor movement is one of the most important tasks of the time. The labor movement must be organized on a national scale in order to be effective. The organization of the labor movement will bring about a more equitable distribution of wealth in society. The organization of the labor movement will also bring about a more just and fair treatment of workers.

The Miner's March

By CROSSROADS

The atmosphere is heavy, a June shower is falling, and the streets are crowded with miners. The miners are marching in a demonstration to demand better working conditions and wages. The demonstration is led by the miners' union, who are determined to fight for their rights.

A Letter From Atlanta

By DEWS

The food is better here, but the climate is not as healthy as in the North. The heat is oppressive, and the humidity is high. The city is a vibrant hub of activity, with many businesses and industries. The city is a center of culture, with many theaters and museums.

Debs says to You

"THE SOCIALIST MOVEMENT KNOWS NO COLOR LINE AND NO SEX DIFFERENCES. ALL WORKERS ARE EQUAL, NATIONALITY OR SEX, ARE EQUALLY WELCOME, AND ALL ARE RECEIVED AND HELD IN OUR PARTY UPON ABSOLUTELY EQUAL TERMS."

Debs Goes to Prison

Chapter IV

Dough Victor Dale was shortly to be released from prison. He had served two years for the crime of murder. He was a member of the working class, and his release was a triumph for the Socialist Labor Party.

Press Fund Notes

By J. E. RYANS

The Press Fund is a vital organization that supports the work of the Socialist Labor Party. The Press Fund raises money to help support the publication of socialist newspapers and to help spread socialist ideas.

Criminal Operations, or Scientific Knowledge

By EDGAR ALLAN POE

"WHAT EVERY ONE SHOULD KNOW"... 568

"THE CRIMINAL OPERATIONS, OR SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE..."

Announcement

I desire to announce that my office is now located at 200 South Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.
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ANOTHER CORNER TURNED

The Labor Reforms in America has lately turned a corner in its march of realization and destruction. Those who have regarded social reorganization as being given definite form and program for their realization are being baffled and frustrated by millions of workers as to what is the particular article which shall be belated to their welfare.

As proof of this turning of labor workers toward a definite goal distinct from one another, we have seen a new and powerful effort in the direction of worker's political control of the railway system. This plan of worker's control and management of the transportation system of the country is revolutionary in that it gives the actual workers in the industry a definite and prescribed part in the management of the railroad. The workers are given the key to the operation of the trains.

This revolutionary change in the principle of private ownership of a basic industry is displacing government ownership with a limited democracy management.

Whatever may be said about the Prussian plan, and there is much to be said against it, we have not yet seen a Prussian plan. This tendency toward revolutionary and actual action is a new thing in America and a revolutionary change in the political outlook of the railroad industry and in the transportation system of the country. This plan, and the work of realizing it, is the great positive of the movement with which revolutionary socialists are associated. We are not afraid of the railroad industry's violent resistance to this plan. We are not tempted to believe that the actual workers of the railroad industry will not follow the example of the workers upon whom questions of private versus social control of the railroad would be raised by which we are not mature.

The nationalization of railways which was approved by the miners committee at Cleveland is another indication of this trend of thought and action among the workers of America. It is not to be denied that what has been done here is only the beginning of a new period in the history of the world. We are notBUNDEL RATE: Five Years $1.00
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